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April 7 Flea Market and Auction Postponed- Watch for New Date
EDITOR’S NOTES
Dear OMC members and friends,
What would Houdini have done if he was trapped in a trunk and knew that if he escaped there was a
possible bigger danger out in the world? No doubt some of you are starting to feel the same panic,
trapped in your homes. Surely there is plenty for creative people to do. Some of you are working from
home and others do jobs that require you to go out into an uncertain world. There are projects you’ve
been meaning to start---home repairs, exercise, take online classes, read books, listen to music and
podcasts, or watch missed or favorite movies.
And then there is cleaning out the basement or closet. I am unearthing loads of magic I obtained over
the years, some from my teen years. Revisiting them has renewed interest in some effects I
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forgot---or didn’t even remember I own. But even more are fine tricks that I realize I will never use.
“Perfect timing,” I think. “I can sell them at the OMC Flea Market and Auction.”
But not yet. The Board made the decision early in March that we needed to postpone this annual
event from April until the fall or whenever it is safe to gather again in a real rather than virtual place.
And we thought that we were going to clear out some storage space.
In line with public health policy the Board agreed that all physical meetings of the Oakland Magic
Circle should be suspended until further notice. However, we are planning to offer virtual meetings
via the Internet on the first Tuesday of each month (or other dates to be announced) starting on
Tuesday, May 5.

On that first date, Mark Tarses will offer a teach-in for a table riffle shuffle that he calls “The Casino
Shuffle,” learned when he attended Dealer’s School in Las Vegas. Expect not only a detailed
demonstration but some insider stories from Mark’s time working in casinos. We are exploring how to
make this an interactive session with Q&A and even others teaching variations. The plan is to record
it for later viewing on the OMC website for those who miss the live session or want to revisit the
lessons. The May newsletter will contain technical information on how OMC members may join the
virtual meeting from their home computers.
Our “Five Questions” series continues this month with Tamaka offering his thoughts on books and
magic that have helped him in his career and what he would take to a desert island----I guess we are
living a four walls version of that.
All public performances are currently postponed. We have left the list of local regular performance
venues at the end of the newsletter for reference. There are links if you want to know more and see
about possible actual dates. Some have May and/or June shows tentatively scheduled but that is
probably wishful thinking. There are innovative performers doing virtual shows for their clients.
The list of Northern California magic dealers is also still here. Please support them.
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I have started a weekly magic lesson for my three and five year-old grandsons who are cooped up in
Brooklyn. Each week I do a very simple effect using objects around the house and then I teach them
how to do it. We discuss story ideas and how important practice is. Within the week they do a
FaceTime show for me. Max and Levi have an incentive to learn the effect well so they can fool their
parents at home and perform for friends and relatives online. And then they get to learn a new one
just like my grandfather did for me.

Speaking of learning, there are new magic lectures, shows, panel discussions, podcasts and even
conventions being offered online. In this newsletter we list information and links for several that we
know about in April. And don’t forget books. Byron Walker Books usually has the best prices, is doing
mail order and accepts PayPal.
What are you doing magically until you can pick that coronavirus lock and be free to go back to
something resembling life as we knew it? We urge you to tell us what you are up to, new ideas
and post videos of routines you are working on or performances you are proud to share.
Please post on the OMC Facebook page.
And we’d love to print your articles, thoughts and magic for this Newsletter. The Newsletter shouldn’t
be just the words from three members. It is yours and everyone would love to hear from you
Until next time, stay safe and healthy.
Sincerely,
Gary Meyer
Editor
Garymeyeredf(at)gmail.com
SECRETARY’S REPORT FOR MARCH OMC MEETING
The meeting was called to order at 7:35 by our new President, Robert Herrick. Robert discussed some
proposed changes to the OMC Constitution. One of the significant changes was to add the title of “Technical
Officer” to the Board of Directors. Because of his technical skills, Donovan Rittenbach was mentioned as a
good candidate for this position. The proposed changes will be submitted to the membership for their approval
and voted on at a future meeting. A second reading was held for Karen Walker Sanborn and she was voted
unanimously into membership. A first reading was given for Ken Phelps, aka Zoran. The meeting was
adjourned and after a short intermission the first of a proposed series of Instructional Seminars was held. Our
two Professors of Magic were Gregg Foxx, instructing in performing “The Endless Chain” (more traditionally
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known as “Pricking the Garter”) and Doug Eakin instructing on basic card handling such as the overhand
shuffle, using it as a control and using it in a card routine. Thanks Gregg and Doug – we appreciate your
sharing your expertise with the OMC membership.
Byron Walker, OMC Secretary.
Editor’s note: Gegg handed out a resource list with videos and articles for Endless Chain.
Doug based his teachings on early chapters of Card College. Each teacher did two 30-minute sessions
allowing time to try the methods and get feedback.

FIVE QUESTIONS FOR TAMAKA
Each month we ask a local magician to answer five questions. The first three entries were with 2019 OMC
close-up winner, Adam Cheyer and OMC Stage winners Heather Rogers and Phil Ackerly. Now we turn to last
of our 2019 of the Northern California Stage winners, Tamaka Bailey.

Tamaka is a performer with over 30 years of experience and offfers
a variety of entertaining shows for all ages. He is an Oklahoma
Choctaw storyteller/magician who loves to share his magic for the
whole family. It is educational, entertaining and most important, fun.
His international tours have included the United Kingdom, Hong
Kong and Shanghai, China as well as throughout the United States
and Hawaii.
Tamaka has had multiple appearances at the Magic Castle in
Hollywood and has opened for the Smothers Brothers, Weird Al
Yankovich, Julio Iglesias, Joni Morris, Rudy Parish, Native
American Blues group, Twice as Good, and Native American
Comedy team, James and Ernie.
Watch a sample of his Native show.
Visit Tamaka’s website.
Tamaka’s Facebook with more videos including his OMC First
Place Stage Act.

1. Please tell us the first magic trick(s) you were proud to perform and about how old were
you?
I started late in magic as I was in a R&B band. I got started from helping BUMA the operator of House
of Magic in S.F. He showed me Dr. Albo's books and I performed some of the Okito magic I read about
and built. I used them to win the IBM ring 38 contest. I went from there to the Chavez Course of Magic
and had Dale Salwak and Channing Pollack as my teachers and mentors for learning the manipulation
part of magic. So billiard balls, cards and thimbles were my first magic effects using those techniques.
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2.

And the first important magic book(s) and why?

The Fitzkee Trilogy by Dariel Fitzkee
Magic and Showmanship by Henning Nelms
Tarbell Course in Magic by Harlan Tarbell
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I have a library with lots of books, but the reason I chose these as my first important books is because
the others teach the HOW to do a magic effect whereas these books teach HOW TO PRESENT AND
MAKE YOUR MAGIC YOU. After all we are "actors playing the part of a Magician". When we see our
magic as a performing art form then we will get the emotional response, or reaction that we are looking
for.

3. If you were going to a desert island for six months to do a deep dive into your magic what
three effects would you take with you to perfect? And what three books would you bring along?
I guess the books I mentioned, even though Tarbell course is 8 books, would be the ones I would take.
I think I would take Linking Rings, Miser’s Dream, and the Floating Table--- since I put my Zombie Ball
away for the table. I like stage/parlor magic and I would like to break these items down to add music so
I ‘d bring my I-Tunes as well.
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4. Y
 ou are planning a dinner party followed by your magic show. Among the guests can be
any five people from history (living or dead, magician or not). Who would you invite?
Maya Angelou
Old Testament Prophet Daniel, the master magician
Oklahoma Chief, Pushmataha
My Grandmother, strong supporter of my efforts, plus she can cook and would make sure I make her
the cook
Billy Graham

 5.What are words of wisdom or advice you can offer for aspiring prestidigitators?
When you purchase your magic effects and learn how they work, put the instructions away and look to people
who are writers, theater performers, directors and speakers so you can present your magic in the art form that
needs to be protected. Ask yourself will this magic fit the program or theme I want to do? So have that in your
mind when you set up.
Know who you are, or who your character is to do your performance in that magical presentation. Remember
most of your audiences don't believe in magic, so it is up to you to make certain your presentations are in a
way that for however long your act is you get your audience to feel they were entertained, and maybe, that
magic did exist because of your show.

Tamaka and Cynthia Yee
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THE OMC LIBRARY REPORT
Special Notice: As you’ve read elsewhere, the Spring OMC
meetings have been cancelled. A precautionary but wise
action, seems to me. For this reason, current library loans,
usually month to month, are extended until the next regular
OMC meeting.
On to pleasanter things:
Thanks to Mark Tarses for his donation of Idiot’s Delight, a
1939 MGM feature starring Norma Shearer and Clark Gable
(the same year as he appeared in Gone with the Wind) as
vaudevillians. A comedy-drama including a second sight act that it’s clear to everyone (and by that I mean
painfully obvious to the characters in the film) uses a code. Enjoy the trailer.

Also an interesting film because it was made with two different endings – one for the U.S. market and one
for European distribution. International political circumstances at the time it was released were such that
MGM felt what might be acceptable in one part of the world wouldn’t be well received in others.
The library catalog distribution for April included mention of several unusual items in the OMC library that
are available to you. If you’re interested in novel things, things not frequently seen and you skipped over
the e-mail when it first reached you, you might want to go back and take a look. If you deleted the message
without reading it can be resent at your request and upon payment in the form of one dozen home-baked
macadamia nut chocolate chip cookies. (Not a joke, I assure you. When it comes to home-baked
macadamia nut chocolate chip cookies I am at all times, without exception, absolutely serious.)
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And if you choose to look at the unusual items when the library is next open for browsing, don’t forget that
there’s no shortage of worthwhile information there that’s worth a look. Every bit of it available to OMC
members, thirty days (more or less) to the loan and absolutely free of charge.
John Owens, Librarian
FROM THE ARCHIVES QUIZ FOR MARCH
Did you answer March’s brain teasers? Here are the answers with informative links and videos about the
answers.

Eight Answers That Found Their Questions
1.
What magician baffled Houdini using little more than a double backed card, a double turnover
and a card bearing Houdini’s signature?
·
Dai Vernon completely baffled Houdini using no more than that, much to the
chagrin of the latter.

2.
Who invented the thumb tip? And where is the only known remaining example of his (or
her) originals now located?
·
William Humpage, AKA Professor Herwin, invented the thumb tip and offered it for sale
circa 1886. His creation now resides in the museum of the Magic Circle, London.
3.
Who created the effect “Card Warp” and whose mechanical principle (duly acknowledged
and used with permission) is utilized in bringing the effect about?
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·
4.

Roy Walton. Using a principle developed by Jeff Busby.

Who invented the Multiplying Rabbits?
·
Mentalist, seer, pseudo-psychic adviser and purveyor of equipment and supplies used by
the same, Robert A. Nelson.

5.
What did noted performers Channing Pollock, Norm Nielsen, Tom Mullica, Tamaka and
Fred Casto all do to enhance their magical skills?
·
6.

All of them attended the Chavez School (AKA College, Studio) of Magic.

What is the true identity of the author of The Expert at the Card Table?
·

I know. But I’m not going to tell you.

7.

Who invented the Chop Cup and why is it called that?
·
Australian magician and one-time assistant to
Jean Hugard, Al Wheatly developed the Chop Cup.
So titled because Wheatley performed under the name
Chop Chop. (He also performed as Ching Ling Fu and
Tung Pin Soo but there are no Fu Fu or Soo Soo cups.
No Ling Ling or Pin Pin cups either.)

Enjoy a video of El Tab making a Chop Cup
David Roth Performs the Chop Cup.

8.
What female performer was said by many to be a better coin manipulator than her contemporary,
T. Nelson Downs?
·
Mercedes Talma. Or, as she was known to family and friends, Mary Ann Ford.. Downs
himself acknowledged her expertise.
Listen to The Magic Detective’s podcast about Talma.
According to All About Magicians, some men attempted to mug her once. However, they got more
than they bargained for when she kept making coins appear. Realizing that she was too much trouble than what
she was worth they left her alone.
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You will notice that she doesn’t wear sleeves and she explained that was so no one could exclaim “It’s up your
sleeve!” when she performed.

APRIL QUIZ

What noted magician once interrupted an Oakland Magic Circle business meeting to ask
those in attendance to keep their voices down. And why?
Send your answer to John Owens conjuriana@gmail.com

THERE WAS A TIME….
...when Magicians were a big deal in comics.
Mandrake the Magician is the the longest-running comic strip character with super powers. He was
created by 19-year-old Lee Falk in 1924 though he didn’t reach the printed page until 1934, four years
before Superman first appeared in Action Comics #1.
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“Accompanied on his missions by his
loyal African companion, Lothar,
Prince of the Seven Nations and
Princess Narda of Cockaigne,
Mandrake deployed clever methods of
theatricality, deception, and illusion in
combating the titans of the underworld
plus a variety of villains including mad
scientists, extraterrestrials and
characters from other dimensions, all
while displaying a panache and style
that would become his trademark.
Mandrake was a master of hypnotism
and misdirection with a razor-sharp
mind and sparkling wit that always
made him the smartest guy in the
room. When the magician gestured
hypnotically his subjects saw illusions.
At various times in the comic strip
Mandrake demonstrated other powers
including turning invisible,
shapeshifting, levitation, and
teleportation. His hat, cloak and wand,
passed down from his father Theron,
possess great magical properties
which in time Mandrake learned how
to use. Although Mandrake publicly
works as a stage magician, he spends
much of his time fighting the criminals
and combating supernatural entities
that made for exciting stories.
Mandrake lives in Xanadu, a high-tech mansion atop a mountain in New York State. Xanadu’s
features include closed circuit TV; a sectional road which divides in half; and vertical iron gates.”
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He was unofficially modeled after Leon Mandrake, a successful magician who started giving
vaudeville performances when he was in 1922 and continued his career until 1985. In 1943 he
changed the name of his act to Mandrake the Magician and Princess Narda for an appearance in
Oakland. He was known for his top hat, pencil line moustache and scarlet-lined cape. A documentary
by his granddaughter is in post production. Watch the trailer.
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Like most new characters Mandrake appeared as a syndicated newspaper comic strip that eventually
appeared in over 200 newspapers worldwide. The first story, “The Cobra,” ran from from
June-November, 1934. The character was in the first issue of a popular anthology magazine
appropriately named Magic Comics in1939. He shared the books with Popeye, Blondie, Seein’ Stars,
Henry, Secret Agent X-9, The Lone Ranger and many others and was the first character to get his
own books in 1938 (reprinting comic strips series). He appeared in other publications, youth novels
and Big Little Books continuing through each decade, including a run in France and England with
their own unique covers, up to a recent series. Mandrake is still popular in India as the lead of Indrajal
Comics. See sample covers from his career here. There is a lot of really fun art.
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There was a best-forgotten 12-chapter movie serial, a five-day-a-week radio series, a live action
1950s unsold TV pilot and the animated Defenders of the Earth (and comic book spinoff) in the 1980s
where he teamed with Flash Gordon, Lothar, The Phantom and their children as sidekicks. He never did
team up with Superman but if he had it might have looked like this. Clicking on the links in this article will
give you videos and articles of each thing mentioned.
Mandrake has been spoofed, most memorably drawn by Wally Wood in Mad Magazine, August,
1954. You can download the issue here.

And there were lots of merchandising possibilities---toys, games and logically, a series of magic kits.
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There are many websites with information on Mandrake with the Wikipedia entry covering the most.
Lots of images here.

In future issues we will look at other magicians in the comics.
Gary Meyer
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VIRTUAL MAGIC EVENTS FOR APRIL
With live shows, lectures, meetings and conventions cancelled or postponed, some months away like Magic
Live! in August, the magic community has become creative and found ways to offer replacements online.
Some are on Facebook, YouTube or a free conference app such as the most popular, Zoom (it has become a
verb). I suggest that you sign-up for Zoom. It is simple and can be used on your smart phone, tablets and
computers. It can be interactive and some club and magic study groups gather to share ideas and routines,
offering feedback. On larger screens you can have a gallery view where all participants can be seen equally or
an alternative with the person speaking dominating your screen. You also have an option to turn the camera on
or off as well as mute which is common courtesy when you are not talking, especially if there are family
members, barking dogs or other background noises that intrude. When you sign up for a session you will be
notified what platform and how to access it. If it is on a conferencing site do not wait until the last minute to
familiarize yourself. I was on a meeting where the first half hour was taken up with helping newbies figure it
out with too many of us trying to help. If using a phone or pad try to find a stand or other way to prop it in
position. I have been on when someone is holding it and it is moving all over the place. Personally I like it on
my computer (make sure yours has a camera and mic) with a big screen. You can even stream it to your TV
from your device.
Below is a random list of upcoming virtual events and some recent ones that you can stream anytime.Some
sites are offering weekly and even daily presentations.

ALEX RAMON presents 35 IN 35- a nightly presentation at 8pm(PST). Past shows can be seen on his
Facebook.
SILICON VALLEY SAM 94 MEETING- April Meeting - Monday Apr. 13th

7:00/ 7:15 - Zoom: https://zoom.us/s/6197985840?status=success If you are new to Zoom, please log in during this time.
Alan Leeds or someone will help with a 'How to'.
7:30 - Main Meeting
Kim Silverman - Creating false memories
When we perform magic, people alway try to reverse-engineer how we achieved the effects. Often they succeed
If we can implant false memories of what just happened, then people can't figure out what we did, because they are trying
to analyze something that never happened.
Meriam Al Sultan - 5x4 program
We will ask people to commit themselves to focus on one specific thing for just 5 minutes a day, at least 4 days per week,
for just one month. This could be a routine, or just one move. It could be memorizing a script, or just writing a script.
Open Performances
We will open up for open performances and critique (if you would like).
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IBM presents JUST ABOUT MAGIC- Weekly Tuesday lectures. Tuesday, April 7 at 8pm (CDT) join Catie
Osborn, Director, designer, playwright and much more. She has the tools and experience to help elevate the
theatrical experience of your magic.. Members can watch past lectures featuring Shawn Farquhar, Freddie
Fusion, Steve Bargatze, Jessica Jane, David Kaye, Bill Cook and more.
THE BRUCE GOLD SHOW is a late-night style talk show with magicians. The current show features
Carisa Hendrix and Steven Brundage. And he launches a new show ENGAGE! on Saturday, April 11th
on Facebook. It's a show of Pro-tips and techniques for performers and presenters to powerfully engage
their audiences.
WHO BOOKS THAT? with HARRISON GREENBAUM presented by IBM interviewing the likes of Chris Kenner,
Shim Lim, Mark Kalin & Jinger Leigh.
MIRACLES & MAGIC was over four hours of great magic and teaching presented by Joshua Jay and Andy
Gladwin on Sunday, April 5. The show supports A Kid Again though was not specifically a fundraiser. There
was a heavy emphasis on card work but something for everyone right up to the finale by Jeff McBride. Even
non-card workers can learn a lot about presentation, timing and misdirection from presentations like that of
Dani DaOrtiz. Justin Williams offered a behind-the-scenes look at how he puts together his Netflix series
MAGIC FOR HUMANS and included a segment that will not air for obvious reasons when you see it.
Caroline Ravin discussed expanding your social media audience. Morgan & West, Mac King and Harrison
Greenbaum were hilarious while teaching. You get the idea.
Here is the schedule though a few technical glitches took it off the timing. You can just slide the time bar to
find what you want to see.
Watch and rewatch at Vanishing Magic. The show starts at the 12 minute mark.

THE DARKEST CORNERS live chat with Ben Hart.
PENN & TELLER & FRIENDS present THE AMBITIOUS CARD
ALL THINGS MAGIC Facebook and ALL MAGICIANS AND JUGGLERS ON FACEBOOK have many
magicians posting their routines. It is always fun to see what others around the world are working on.
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JEFF MCBRIDE’S MYSTERY SCHOOL- A variety of classes, lectures and other events for a fee.
Schedule here and explore the site. They are offering a free presentation every Monday. Mystery School
Monday is FREE and OPEN TO ALL tonight. 7:00pm pacific. “We continue to create a weekly welcoming place for
magicians during this difficult time with magic and inspiration. Here is the Zoom link for future shows.
Past shows can be watched here.
The Magic Parlour Happy Hour from Chicago is every Tuesday at 6pm (CDT) on their Facebook page. It
includes both performances and lessons.
The Chicago Magic Lounge has a series of Cocktail Hours. Check their Facebook for details.
DAVID BLAINE’S THE MAGIC WAY was broadcast on April 1. You can watch it here.

JAY SANKEY TUESDAY LECTURES at 1pm (EST). 60 minute lectures. They can be streamed later too on his
YouTube channel.
The Real Magic Roadshow tour has been cancelled but they may be working on some virtual version.



NEWS YOU CAN USE

Comedy magician Mark Shortland and his wonderful special playing cards were brought to our attention by
OMC friend Kenn Fong. His 53 Magicians deck has been selling out.
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His newest deck, 53 Films was recently released and is a must for movie fans. Misdirections in San Francisco
carries all of Mark’s decks and other products. Joe is currently offering 25% off everything in stock at the shop.
The physical store is closed but they do mail order.
Shortland has several products on the market with his AmazeBox called “a mentalist’s dream.”
His Facebook allows you to follow his daily escapades.
Watch Mark on Fool Us and his 20 minute act at the Magic Castle
---------------------------------------Watch WHEN MAGICIANS WORK FROM HOME!! comedy short.
------------------------------------------------------------------

Variety reports that the Magic Castle has closed until further notice though their website suggests a
tentative reopening on April 19.

Two new books, “The Life and Afterlife of Harry Houdini” and “Houdini: The Elusive American” have
inspired new magazine articles as well.
Both articles are worth your time to read.
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“Houdini Beats The Devils: A Magician Among The Spiritualists, Fakirs and Psychics” on
Flashbak includes fascinating photos of Houdini preparing to exposé methods.
“Harry Houdini and The Art of Escape” by David Denby in The New Yorker
MAGICAL RESOURCE OF THE MONTH- CONJURING ARTS LIBRARY and REEL MAGIC
Conjuring Arts does numerous things including hosting the most useful Ask Alexander, probably the most
thorough magic research resource on the Internet with 2,500,000 pages of conjuring materials.
They currently are offering many classics of magic as free downloads. We still prefer the real thing. books you
can hold, put post-it notes on and study anywhere. But with the Coronavirus limiting our access to things we
took for granted, This might be just the thing to preview some books you might later purchase from a dealer
such as Byron Walker Books.
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Marc McGuire recommends: “Reel Magic
Magazine, the monthly online "magazine" that
features interviews with today's leading
magicians, along with high-quality performances,
instruction, historical features, etc. A
subscription costs $5 a month for either digital
or DVD (or $8 combo deal) and gives one access
to editions from the past several years and all bonus materials, so it is quite a bargain. You can
visit the site for free and click on "past issues" to see some of the magicians they have featured.
A free sample issue is available. There is new content every Tuesday for subscribers.”

MAGIC IN THE BAY AREA
Have an upcoming show or know of one in the Bay Area? Email us the
information to be listed. Include title and performer, date, time, location, a short
blurb, website link, & a publicity photo or graphic. All submissions must be sent
in by the third Tuesday of the month. Email Gary Meyer, Newsletter Editor , at
garymeyeredf@gmail.com

Check for when tickets for all San Francisco performances of Harry Potter and
the Cursed Child are on sale again.
At San Francisco’s Curran Theater. There is a lot of theatrical magic used in
this two part show. Read Gary Meyer’s review.
Tickets are available here.Watch the short trailer.
==============================

MARRAKECH MAGIC THEATRE
419 O’Farrell St, San Francisco
The Marrakech Magic Theater Presents Jay
Alexander’s Mind Tricks Live Show
Shows Thursdays - Sundays
“Jay Alexander’s mien throughout his card tricks, mind reading,
number games and feats of extraordinary coincidence is that of a
nerd with overweening enthusiasm — enthusiasm you can’t help
but share. And descending the venue’s mysterious steps into an
all-arabesque lounge (with drinks and appetizers available for
purchase)for preshow close-up magic and then entering a tiny
jewel box theater for the actual show are experiences in and of
themselves.—Lily Janiak, SF Chronicle
For tickets and more information.
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THE MAGIC PATIO.
3264 Mission Street, SF

ANDREW EVANS’ Illusions of Grandeur is at
Some shows are sold out. You can sign up to be notified
of the upcoming new shows at the Magic Patio.

---------------------------------------------

SF MAGIC HOUR
Now at the Magic Patio the last Monday of every month. 75 minutes of mind blowing magic with a different set
of performers.
-------------------------------------------------------------------RYAN KANE Exit Theater
156 Eddy Street, San Francisco
a

iPhones vanish, whisky bottles appear from nowhere, and
paintball gun is fired at the man responsible for it all.
This is the magic of Ryan Kane. Please Enjoy
Responsibly.
Tickets and info
------------------------------------------------------------------

Get expert instruction on magic tricks you can do in casual situations like parties and the workplace from one
of the Bay Area’s top performers, David Martinez. Then enjoy a close-up show where the miracles happen right
before your eyes. Limited to 15 participants; perfect for adults and kids over 9 years old. Sunday afternoons at
Studio by Terra Amico in San Jose. 2-4pm. For more information and to buy tickets.

BAY AREA MAGIC DINNER SHOW
2140 Clement St, San Francisco
JAMES CHAN Prodigy Magician and Juggler
11-year-old James Chan’s performances always include an ensemble of astonishing trick routines and juggling feats that
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will amaze and delight audiences of all ages. Using pure sleight of hand, he performs a 3 shell game, the 3 card monte,
spectacular rubber band tricks, and his signature routine: "The intersection of Math, Memory, and Magic.

DAN CHAN- Breaking the Magician’s Code
An evening of world-class magic in an intimate setting. The intersection of autobiographical storytelling, improvisational
comedy, and magic are used to create a unique and unforgettable experience.
Dan Chan Master Magician's newest show redefines magic in a playful, evocative manner!
Tickets for all Dan and James Chan shows.
----------------------------------------------------------------GHOST HUNT WALKING TOUR
starring Magician CHRISTIAN CAGIGAL
in San Francisco
Every Wednesday thru Sunday
Complete info and tickets

CALIFORNIA MAGIC DINNER THEATRE
514 Main Street, Martinez
The magical evening begins promptly when you arrive and the fun starts right as you take your seat. Enjoy our
three course dinner and signature drinks with close-up magic performed right at your table in between
courses. Then, an hour-long stage show hosted by Gerry Griffin.
California Magic shows every Friday and Saturday:
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Weekly Host and Emcee- Gerry Griffin
Check the website for upcoming schedules.
See CalMagic for tickets. Shows sell out early.

-------------------------------------------------------------Mystique Dining is located at 611 Sutter Street
in Historic Folsom.
Serving fine dinners with professional magic
shows six nights a week.
Mystique Dining is located at 611 Sutter Street in
Historic Folsom.

Full schedule and more info.
THE SAN FRANCISCO MAGIC AND
VARIETY SHOW- Street Magic Live
Exit Theatre
156 Eddy Street, San Francisco
-First Saturday of each month. Frisco Fred,
Jonathan Strange, Eric the Great & Chase
the Entertainer. Tickets, Info and video
-----------------------------------------------------------

BRAD BARTON, REALITY THIEF
First Wednesdays
Doors open at 7:30pm; Show
8:15-10:30pm with one intermission
The Lost Church
65 Capp Street, San Francisco
“The expected was shattered on the floor, leaving eloquent shards of
the unexpected. I laughed, I gasped and then I told friends.” Mike
Gordon
Tickets and info.
Facebook
----------------------------------------------------DNA's Comedy Lab
155 S. River Street
Santa Cruz
Magicology
Last Sunday of each month
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Blind Tiger Open Mic Comedy and Magic every Wednesday.
Tickets.
---------------------------------------------------------Kevin Blake can read your pulse and tell if
you’re lying, see into your imagination, and
maybe even predict the future… Or maybe he
can’t, and it’s all an illusion. For more information
and tickets at The Palace Theatre in San
Francisco’s North Beach.
Thursdays

PIER 29, SAN FRANCISCO
Free Every Day when things go back to normal.
Rotating gallery of magicians including Glen Micheletti, Ryan Kane, Chase Martin, Fred Anderson,
Magical Nathaniel, Lynx, Reed Kirk Rahlmann, Frank Olivier, Patrick Livingstone, The Seashore Variety
Hour 
See Schedule
_________________________________________

-------------------------------MAGICAL NATHANIEL
Check Magic Nathaniel’s website for a variety of shows and workshops
at libraries, clubs and headliner at California Magic Club.
_________________________________________
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DAVID GERARD

Magician and mind reader David Gerard offers over 75 minutes showcasing a wide range of magic and
mindreading effects. New dates to be announced in SF and Oakland. Check David’s Facebook.  Tickets
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Search for “magic” and “circus” shows are often available at discount on Goldstar.
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL MAGIC SHOP

BYRON WALKER BOOKS
OMC member and long-tine book dealer has about 4000 books in stock covering
magic, mentalism, gambling and bunco, juggling, and ventriloquism. He always
stocks the newest titles and has the rarest of volumes. This is a mail-order
business based in San Leandro. Byron will bring books to the OMC meetings upon
request but for now is doing mail order, had good prices and a deep inventory of
both old and the newest books. He accepts PayPal. Call him at (510) 276-1854 or
email byron.walker@comcast.net .

MISDIRECTIONS MAGIC SHOP
1236-9th Avenue (near Golden Gate Park), San Francisco. (415) 566-2180
Locally owned and operated by Joe Pon with a terrific supply of your magic needs,
lectures, private lessons and a place for magicians to gather. Ask about The Magic
Club and get discounts off purchases and lectures plus regular notices about new
effects and upcoming events.
Joe is currently offering 25% off everything in stock at the shop. The
physical store is closed but they do mail order.
Watch “Is this the last real magic shop?”

HOUDINI’S MAGIC SHOP
Beach Street & The Embarcadero, Pier 39, San Francisco
The local branch of a national chain located in resort
hotels and amusement parks oriented to tourists but
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always worth a visit if in the area.

BOARDWALK MAGIC
Inside Neptune’s Kingdom at the Santa Cruz Beach
Boardwalk, 400 Beach Street.Joshua Logan’s labor of
love has an excellent selection and demonstrators who
are serious about their craft. Surprisingly good selection
for a tourist location and they will happily special order.

ZUCCHINI’S TRICK ‘N THINGS
Monterey Canning Company, 1037, 711 Cannery Row # H, Monterey
Oriented to tourists with mass market magic, jokes and games but the
demonstrators are having fun and love a visit from other magicians.
Worth a visit if you are at the Monterey Aquarium.

GRAND ILLUSIONS
7704 Fair Oaks Blvd, Carmichael
This family run business started by Steve Johnson and his parents in 1988 carries magic, costumes, puppets,
makeup, special effects, juggling gear, novelties and more. They are closing in late March and the
closeout sale is on now.

EVANGELINE’S & THE COSTUME MANSION
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113 K Street, Sacramento
A fun shop of over 4800 square feet of basic magic tricks and a huge selection of novelty items, jokes, wigs and
just plain fun. Upstairs are two floors filled with accessories and every imaginable costume.
--------------------------------------------------------The greater Sacramento area has become a home for magic companies but you can’t buy retail
from Murphy’s Magic. Look at their offerings online and ask your favorite dealer to order for
you. Penguin and L&L Publishing are also based there and Ellusionist is in Petaluma, but they
do not have storefronts and are mail order warehouses only. They all offer informative
newsletters and occasional free stuff.
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